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about orient productions
Orient for Film and Theater Productions is a Cairo-based private production company that has been 
offering a variety of services and hosting a number of diverse projects in the fields of entertainment, arts and 
culture since its foundation in 2007. The company’s key mission is to develop quality projects within the fields 
of performing and visual arts, involving artists from Egypt, the Arab world and further afield.

Amongst its diverse projects, Orient Productions encompasses The Temple Independent Theater 
Company, which was founded in 1993 and presents the artistic work of Ahmed El Attar locally and 
internationally, and Studio Emad Eddin Foundation, established in 2005. The latter is a unique project 
in the Arab world, intended to provide rehearsal and training spaces to independent troupes and artists in 
Egypt. More recently, it launched Maktabi Creative Office Spaces, which offers private office spaces in the 
heart of Downtown Cairo, targeting creatives in need of a long-term working space. 

Orient Productions provides a variety of services related to event planning and organization, including 
marketing and PR, production and stage management services and front of house. As a comprehensive arts 
and cultural event management service, Orient Productions handles the entire process — from concept to 
end product — always working to ensure best quality and successful events.

Since 2012, Orient Productions has been organizing the annual Downtown Contemporary Arts Festival 
(D-CAF), the biggest multidisciplinary festival of its kind in Egypt. Recently, the company also produced in 
collaboration with friends of manial palace museum the Manial Palace Festival (2018), the first international 
classical music festival in Egypt. 

©Mostafa Abdelaty
Gala El Hadidi
Manial Palace Festival (2018)



In these uncertain times, when the world is in constant 
turmoil, stability is obtained by way of force and not by 
way of justice. When nature is screaming at us, begging 
us to save ourselves by taking care of our environment; 
when even the citizens of the wealthiest nations are 
protesting the unequal distribution of wealth; when the 
insanity driving our fear of the other is replacing the 
belief in a humanity that is stronger together...
 
In these uncertain times, I cannot but express how 
extremely happy I am to present the 8th consecutive 
edition of D-CAF.
 
My own happiness, as well as that of the rest of 
D-CAF’s team, stems from our common belief that art 
can change people and hopefully the world. D-CAF is 
not simply a festival, where performances from all over 
the world are presented throughout three weeks in the 
heart of downtown Cairo. It is, more importantly, a way 
for all of us to confirm our vision of the world we want.
 
A world that is open and where boundaries of gender, 
race and social status are non-existent or at least of no 
value. A world where the shared values are respect, 
understanding, justice, freedom and creativity. A 
world where the care we bestow on our environment 
forms an integral part of our human development and 
progress.
 
I want to thank our audience for continuing to share 
our vision, and thank our partners old and new for 
believing in us and in a world that brings us together 
and does not tear us apart.

director’s
word
ahmed el attar

©Mostafa Abdelaty



This 8th edition of D-CAF takes a step further towards 
interacting with a wider audience and engaging a growing 
number of stakeholders. The festival spans new venues and 
boasts several public and street performances, including a 
3D audio/visual projection on one of Downtown’s historical 
buildings in cooperation with the Cairo governorate. This 
expansion captures two very significant developments for 
us at Al Ismaelia:  The first is that we are seeing an interest 
in Downtown from a younger, modern and alternative 
crowd that is appreciative of contemporary art. This 
tendency is encouraging us to further engage the public 
and to expand our program.
The second development is that of the governorate’s 
involvement, which points both to the success of D-CAF 
and indicates the growing attention paid by the government 
to Downtown in wanting to bring a more modern approach 
to the development of the area. In parallel, Al Ismaelia 
continues to work on its properties with the intention of 
creating a more contemporary experience in Downtown, 
while maintaining the neighborhood’s authenticity and 
therefore simply fostering its diverse physical spaces.

In the coming months we will launch a number of projects 
that focus on creativity, design and entrepreneurship: 
creating spaces that reflect, feed and celebrate our 
contemporary Egyptian identity. In addition to working on 
these physical spaces, Al Ismaelia continues to support 
a growing number of art and cultural initiatives, including 
the launch of our own photography book that captures 
sides of Downtown that are rarely seen or experienced by 
passersby.
Moreover, we have co-organized and supported the 
Downtown Cairo Runners event, which perfectly captures 
our vision of a modern, diverse and dynamic city center. I 
would finally like to thank the D-CAF and Al Ismaelia teams 
for ensuring this is a successful happening every year.

al ismaelia 
chairman’s 
word 
Karim shafei

©Yahya El Hosafy



TICKET INFORMATION
GETTING YOUR TICKETS:

How to purchase your D-CAF tickets

Online:
Visit app.eventtus.com and search for D-CAF, pick the event and you will be redirected to 
its page with an option to buy tickets.
Payment can be made online by credit card and through Fawry. 
(Ticket links are shared on our website and our Facebook event pages.)

In person:
Come to the Festival Hub located on:
29 Hoda Shaarawy Street (opposite Felfela), 2nd floor, Downtown Cairo
Box office number: 01207960424
Box office working hours: From 10 AM - 5 PM every day, except for Fridays and Saturdays

For Zawya tickets (films):
Buy tickets directly at the cinema before the screening;
Book online www.elcinema.com/zawya;
Vodafone customers can book tickets over the hotline 2121.
---- 
Important information:

Performing arts events:
Lobby doors open one hour prior to the start of the performances.
Once a performance has begun, no late admittance is permitted.
Upon request of the artists, kindly note that photography and video recordings are not allowed.

Music events:
Please refer to our event pages to know what time the door opens for the concerts.
Please have your ticket/QR code ready by the door to ensure a smooth entry to the event.

All events:
Seating is on a first come, first serve basis.
For free events, entry will not be allowed once full capacity has been reached.
A limited number of tickets will be available at the door but please note that tickets could sell out 
before the event. Their availability will be regularly updated on our social media channels. 
We ask that you carefully check each event on Facebook for more details and possible last minute 
updates.
For Fawry payments make sure you complete your payment at least 48 hours before the 
event otherwise your reservation might not be accounted for. 
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Arts for All Initiative
“You gave us courage and power to overcome our fears”, a Syrian refugee stated 
after attending last year’s theater performance And Here I Am, a powerful dramatization of 
the real-life struggle and success story of Palestinian actor, Ahmed Tobasi. This statement 
is testament to the kind of positive feedback received after a further successful year of 
D-CAF’s Arts for All Initiative and the general enthusiasm and inspiration felt among 
those granted access to D-CAF’s events for the first time.

Since its first edition in 2017, the Arts for All Initiative has been committed to facilitating 
access to D-CAF for wider segments of Egyptian society, regardless of socioeconomic 
status, ethnicity, disability and employability. More specifically, the project intends to reach 
out to underprivileged individuals and communities by offering them free tickets and 
transportation and thus exposure to D-CAF’s independent and cutting-edge contemporary 
arts performances from around the world.

D-CAF strongly believes that art — and engaging with diverse forms of creative 
expression — has transformative potential, and therefore significantly contributes to 
a greater sense of well-being and a more fulfilling life. Enabling insight into the world 
of art can thus positively impact those less privileged, encouraging them to explore 
their own creative potential and to consider becoming involved in the art sector or 
other activities.

By launching a huge funding campaign with generous support from the British Council 
Egypt and the U.S. Embassy in Cairo, and in collaboration with various NGOs and 
private donors, last year’s D-CAF edition festival demonstrated the significant growth and 
success of this project: A total of 1325 individuals received free tickets and were able to 
attend the theater, music, dance and film events organized by D-CAF.

NGOs and organizations that D-CAF will proudly collaborate with in this year’s edition 
include: Maq’ad of Sultan Qaitbey (MASQ) (Archinos), Al Hassan Foundation, 
Dawar Arts, Banati Foundation, I Help, Kheir Wa Baraka, Terre Des Hommes, 
Etijah, and others.

If you are an NGO interested in joining Arts for All Initiative, please get in touch with us 
through: artsforall@orientproductions.org

2019 Supporters 
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 Dust (denmark)
by Sew Flunk Fury Wit



Dust [STØV] (denmark)

Time: Saturday 7 PM — Sunday 8 PM
Location: Falaki Theater - Tahrir Cultural Center
Ticket: 50 EGP

How might we imagine the aftermath of the impending 
global climate catastrophe, when the world we know 
today will have dramatically changed? DUST is a sensual 
and dystopian puppet performance, wherein a shadowy 
figure and luminous opera soprano animate and appear 
alongside five life-sized silicone puppets, relating tales 
of human desire and destiny in a post-apocalyptic 
world. A generically hybrid production, DUST is hard 
to categorize; it comprises an exciting blend of new 
music theater, elements of neo-puppetry, performance 
theater and opera. DUST has been performed at various 
international festivals, was nominated for the Special 
Prize at the Official Danish Reumert Awards 2016 and 
awarded prizes by the Danish Arts Council in 2016.
--
Sew Flunk Fury Wit (SFFW) was established as an 
experimental Danish performance theater in 2013. It 
is committed to working with collective methods and 
creating hybrids of new music theater production, opera, 
neo-puppetry and immersive theater. The artistic director 
of SFFW is Svend E. Kristensen, who has also worked 
as an actor with several Danish directors and companies, 
including the Kristjan Ingimarsson Company, Livingstones 
Kabinet and The Royal Theater. Following his studies in 
Media Science and later, in Puppetry and Noh Studies, 
Kristensen went on to formulate his own neo-puppetry 
theory and established The Media and The Mask, a neo-
puppetry, ritual and sound design theatre. Danish stage 
art director and playwright, Jesper Pedersen has been 
part of SFFW’s core ensemble since 2014. Pedersen 
is also Associate Director and International Manager of 
Teater Grob in Copenhagen.

“It’s a fatal emotional explosion that goes 
completely down its own road of pathos.” 
(Information newspaper)

30 & 31 march

Type: Music Theater, Opera, Puppetry & 
Performance Duration: 60 mins
Language: English with Arabic subtitles

Company: Sew Flunk Fury Wit
Artistic Director, Performer, Puppet Developer & 
Concept: Svend E. Kristensen (The Shadow)
Soprano: Regina Unnur Olafsdottir (The Moon)
Director & Concept: Jesper Pedersen
Lyricist: Neill Cardinal Furio
Composer: Peter Kohlmetz Møller
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Supported By the Embassy of Denmark in 
Egypt, The Danish Arts Council for Stage 
Arts, Bank Andelskassen Fælleskassen, 
and the union of Dansih Stagedirectors, and 
Music association KODA, Helsingør Theater.



Tesbah Ala Kheir (france/egypt)

3 & 4 April

Time: 8 PM            Location: Rawabet Theater           Ticket: 40 EGP

Type: Contemporary Theater            Duration: 75 mins            Language: Arabic with English subtitles

‘And you, did you dream last night?’, was the first in a series of interview questions that evolved into a fruitful 
encounter between the Lighthouse Project team and inhabitants of Nanterre and Cairo in 2017 and 2018, 
respectively. Dreams have been regarded a central and meaningful phenomenon within many cultures and 
traditions, long before becoming a subject of Western scientific and psychoanalytic analysis. By understanding 
dreams as intimate theatres that are uniquely practiced and individually understood, Tesbah Ala Kheir seeks to 
invest in the performative and documentary potential of dreams, question their meaning within different contexts 
and compose the dreamlike landscape of cities undergoing socio-political change.
--
The Lighthouse Company was established in Paris by Duncan Evennou and Lancelot Hamelin with the 
aim of supporting the creation of artistic performances, contemporary writings and scientific research through 
theatrical means. Dedicated to shedding light on ecological matters and minority narratives, company members 
share an interest in contemporary controversies and a belief in interdisciplinary approaches to grappling with these.
Established in 2006 and based in Cairo, HaRaKa Platform is an interdisciplinary choreography and performance 
platform, which operates through collaborative projects. Since its establishment, HaRaKa has widely presented its 
projects as performances, publications, concerts, research and installations across the Arabic-speaking region, in 
Europe and in the United States.

A project by: Duncan Evennou & Lancelot Hamelin in collaboration with Benoît Verjat & Adham Hafez
Director: Duncan Evennou   Author: Lancelot Hamelin
Dramaturgy, Cultural mediation: Adham Hafez Research Designer: Benoît Verjat
Research Assistant: Dalia Fakhr  Light Designer: Patrick Laffont-DeLojot
Actors: Nagui Chehata, Mona Gamil, Lamia Gouda & Aly Sobhy
Technical Director: Mido Sadek
Production of: The Lighthouse Project (Paris), in partnership with HaRaKa Platform (Cairo)

“How do we dream within different cultures? What does the sum of all our dreams together 
draw, the dreams of those who share the same living conditions? What place should be 
given to this corpus?”

© Joan de Crane



Without damage (egypt)

9 & 10 April

Time: 8 PM            Location: Rawabet Theater            Ticket: 40 EGP
*There will be a launch event of KHALF 40 Artists’ Collective on the 10th of April at 9PM after the 
performance

Type: Contemporary Dance           
Duration: 60 mins            Language: Arabic

Choreographed & Performed by: Mohamed Fouad
Light designer: Saber El Sayed 
Musician: Ahmed Saleh
Dramaturgy & Visual Developer: Hakim AbdelNaeem
Special thanks to: Jesuit Cultural Center - Alexandria 2017 
Hôtel des Arts Toulon (France) 2016
Produced by: D-CAF Festival
  

“The satire against all pretence —in this case about contemporary art— is particularly 
amusing and probably the most entertaining part of the solo performance.”
(Theater Times)

©
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Interspersing dance sequences with audience interaction, Without Damage is a contemporary dance solo that 
reflexively confronts and exposes some of the contradictions inherent to the performing act and the role of the 
artist: from performance as spectacle, as emotional and individually embodied act, to simply being a commodity for 
audience consumption. Based on Mohamed Fouad’s choreographic research, the piece critically asks questions 
about what it means to be famous, successful and recognized. By creating a certain artificial distance between 
the performer and the audience, the process of mediation is made apparent and the expectations that arise when 
money and time are invested into art are subtly ridiculed.
--
Mohamed Fouad is a performer, dancer, and choreographer, who obtained his degree in Theater from Cairo 
University’s Faculty of Arts in 2006. He has since participated in several dance and theater workshops and went 
on to join the “Studio Emad Eddin Dance Program” in collaboration with “Decent Dance Association”. Since 2011 
Fouad has been invited to conceive of a site-specific choreography for the “Nassim el-Raqs Festival” in Alexandria. 
He has presented and shared his work through workshops on several Arab and European platforms.





Dialogue on Difference (austria/Germany/egypt)

14 & 15 april
Time: 8 PM            Location: Tamara Building            Ticket: 40 EGP

Type: Performance           
Duration: 95 mins            Language: English with Arabic subtitles

“They become subject and object of their joint research, they are performers, witnesses 
and archives of their cultural practice.” (Theatercombinat)

Dialogue on Difference is a performative dialogue about the construction of gender, ideologies and subjectivities 
within different realities and different geopolitical environments. The piece reflects on the ideological ghosts that 
permeate our present — a time of radically shifting political discourse — questioning how these are affecting 
individuals in their own living environment and in that of others. Based on preliminary research conducted in Egypt 
and Austria, Dialogue on Difference is embedded in a sound and spatial dramaturgy and consists of assemblages, 
movements and compositions in a multi-channel setting by composer Günther Auer.
--
Theatercombinat is a highly experienced production company for independent art and theater work. Based in 
Vienna since 1999, the artistic formation led by director and artist Claudia Bosse has been assembling actors, 
performers and dancers as well as theorists, sound and media artists, architects, visual artists in order to engage 
in research into theatrical concepts. Always pushing theater beyond its limits, the company searches for new, 
collective and adventurous ways to communicate with spectators, the space and the organization of the public.

A project by: Claudia Bosse in cooperation with Abdalla Daif
Artistic Direction/Performance: Claudia Bosse, Abdalla Daif 
Composer: Günther Auer  
Communication: Vicky Klug 
Production: Alexander Matthias Kosnopfl (Theatercombinat) & 
Ahmed Abou Elnasr Eldeep (Reflection for Art, Culture &Training)

*A production by Theatercombinat in cooperation with Reflection for Arts, Training & Development, Alexandria (EG). Co-produced by 
Kosmos Theater Vienna and supported by Wien Kultur and Szenenwechsel -- international partnerships for the performing arts with 
North African and Eastern European partners. Additional support is offered by a joint program of the Robert Bosch Foundation and 
International Theatre Institute (ITI), the Austrian Cultural Forum Cairo, a research grant from the Senate Department for Culture and 
Europe as well as by Wijhat, an international mobility fund for artists and cultural actors by Al Mawred Al Thaqafy.

©
Claudia Bosse



danser casa (france/morocco)

18 april
Time: 8 PM Location: Falaki Theater - Tahrir Cultural Center            Ticket: 50 EGP  
Type: Dance Duration: 60 mins

By: Kader Attou & Mourad Merzouki Performed by: Ayoub Abekkane, Mossab Belhajali, Yassine El 
Moussaoui, Oussama El Yousfi, Aymen Fikri, Stella Keys, Hatim Laamarti & Ahmed Samoud
Music: Régis Baillet-Diaphane  Lighting: Madjid Hakimi Costumes: Emilie Carpentier & Alexandra Langlois

Danser Casa is an infectious evocation of Casablanca and the vital energy and intense emotion of Moroccan youth, 
built around dancers who want to burst out of their confines and transition from the street to the stage. Created in 
2018, the piece showcases the talent of Moroccan dancers, featuring eight dancers from different backgrounds and 
cities. The dancers were selected from a large pool of auditioning hip-hoppers for their unique talent, personality, 
creative potential and adventurous spirit — the piece essentially being about the artistic challenge of an artist, about 
what can be done with these bodies, this energy, this history and this culture. Through a year-long open process the 
choreographers were able to draw inspiration from each dancer’s personality and from Casablanca’s creative urban 
vibe to concoct this new performance. After premiering in France in June 2018, the performance toured France, 
Germany and Morocco.
--
Kader Attou is a choreographer and an integral part of the new French hip-hop dance scene. His meanwhile iconic 
company Accrorap debuted with Athina at the Dance Biennale in Lyon in 1994, successfully bringing hip-hop from 
the street to the stage. Further projects have included Kelkemo (1996), Les corps étrangers (2006) and The Roots 
(2013), in which Attou returned to the source and very first sensations of hip-hop. He was also appointed Knight of 
the Order of Arts and Letters in 2013. Choreographer Mourad Merzouki has also been a major figure in the hip-
hop scene since the early 1990s. Besides developing hip-hop movements with the company Accrorap, Merzouki 
has explored other dance genres with contemporaries, such as Maryse Delente and Josef Nadj. In 1996 Merzouki 
founded his own company Käfig, and in 2013 he created the Kalypso festival, bringing the mainstream promotion of 
hip-hop dance companies to Paris.

“Hip-hop has a universal, global dimension, but is nourished by its immediate surroundings, 
its culture and geographical location.” (Kader Attou)

©
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*État d’Esprit Productions, The Touria and Abdelaziz Tazi Foundation, Casablanca Events & Animation, Montpellier Danse 2018,  National 
Choreographic Center of Créteil and Val-de-Marne / Käfig Company - director Mourad Merzouki, National Choreographic Center of La 
Rochelle - director Kader Attou, Theater Vellein - CAPI Villefontaine, Theater of Chartres, L’Aparté. With the support of the French Institute 
of Morocco, Le Studio des Arts Vivants (Casablanca), PGD Foundation.



crazy but true (uk)
Time: 4 - 8 PM (Free Walk-In)
Location: Tamara Building
Ticket: Free 
*Open for all audiences. For children aged 8 to 11 who would 
like to participate in the performance, check details online.

Children have an insatiable hunger for unusual facts 
and are able to amass and trade such extraordinary 
information before recounting it to peers and parents. 
Crazy But True is an interactive installation for children 
between the ages of eight and eleven, who are invited 
to form a panel. As the children receive their lines via 
headphones and are instructed to repeat what they 
hear without rehearsal, a rolling list of extraordinary facts 
disguised as a conversation among ‘experts’ takes 
shape, partly serious, partly funny (“On average, sharks 
kill 12 humans a year. On average, humans kill 100 million 
sharks a year”). With the audience positioned to feel at 
once ‘outside’ the game and involved, the installation 
evokes an intense awareness of shared responsibility. 
Crazy But True has been performed in many European 
countries and in South America. This D-CAF performance 
will be its Arab world premiere.
--
Ant Hampton is a British artist and performance maker, 
who started his work in 1998 under the name Rotozaza. 
His work consistently plays with the tension between 
liveness and automation and has mostly involved guiding 
people through unrehearsed performance situations. 
Hamptons Autoteatro series tours widely and includes 
Etiquette, The Quiet Volume, Cue China, OK OK, This is 
Not My Voice Speaking and The Extra People. Hampton 
often collaborates with other artists, who have included 
Tim Etchells, Christophe Meierhans, Britt Hatzius, Gert-
Jan Stam, Ivana Müller and Anna Rispoli.

By: Ant Hampton
Creative producer: Katja Timmerberg 
Co-production:  2 Degrees Festival 2017 
Kaaitheater, Rotterdamse Schouwburg,
Artsadmin & Vooruit 
Support: Espacios Revelados, Escenas do Cambio 
& No Future Performance Biennial
Assistant Director: Fahd Motawe

20 april

Type: Interactive Installation
Language: Arabic 

“We are all shaping the world that we pass 
on to our children.” 
(Jan Dertaelen, De Morgen)
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mUSIC

Massive scar era 
(Egypt/canada)



Genre: Indie Folk | Pop | Americana + Egyptian Folk Rock Fusion 

5 april

Time: 7 PM            Location: The GrEEK Campus            Ticket: 75 EGP 
 

t sisters (usa) + Shereen Abdo (egypt)

While they may hail from different continents and diverse musical traditions, on this night Shereen Abdo and the 
T Sisters will celebrate their passion for musical experimentation and innovative harmonies through a creative 
and unique onstage collaboration.
--
California-raised sisters Chloe (Percussion), Erika (Guitar) , and Rachel Tietjen (Guitar/Banjo) came together to 
form the Americana/folk trio T Sisters in 2008. In the same year they co-founded Chthonic Theater, a performing 
arts collective inspired to create and perform original musical theater productions, lead local parades, as well 
as curate and host variety shows featuring local and touring artists. The three sisters are all songwriters, whose 
writing styles and distinct voices harmoniously blend into an eclectic and original repertoire.
--
Shereen Abdo is a key figure in Egypt’s emerging folk music movement. Her vision of fusing traditional Egyptian 
music elements with new artistic concepts and progressive ways of producing sound is both radically reinventing 
folk and breaking new ground in contemporary Egyptian music. Largely self-taught, Abdo has moved from a 
career in media and music management to working with internationally renowned musicians, including Ziad 
Rahbani with whom she toured Lebanon in 2014. A recent jazzy, semi-improvised cover of Il-Esar by Said Darwich 
became her first recorded single. Abdo has also been involved in various performances in public spaces since the 
2011 Egyptian revolution, such as at Fan al-Midan and with the prestigious Al-Warsha troupe. She was a finalist 
in Rolling Stone Middle East’s 2012 ‘Street to Stage’ competition.

**T Sisters will be leading a music workshop (women’s empowerment) on the 2nd of April. Please check the 
Special Events section for more information.

T Sisters Shereen Abdo



Genre: Melodic Metal

Massive Scar Era (MASCARA) is an Egyptian-Canadian band that plays melodic metal infused with Egyptian 
music. The band formed in the coastal town of Alexandria in 2005 and has since been heavily involved in the local 
music scene. Always curious to discover new sounds and develop their style, Massive Scar Era creatively fuses 
elements of Egyptian music with heavy metal. One of the band’s most famous songs, Ab’ad Makan, featured in 
the award-winning Egyptian film Microphone (2010) by Ahmad Abdalla, starring Khaled Abol Naga and Menna 
Shalaby. Massive Scar Era has widely toured Europe and North America, sharing festival stages with pioneers 
like Dream Theater, ZZ Top, Dimmu Borgir, Fleshgod Apocalypse, Týr and others. The band released its new EP, 
Color Blind in October 2018 and is very excited to come back to Egypt to share its sound with Egyptian friends 
and audiences.

Guitar/Vocal: Cherine Amr            Violin/Backing Vocal: Nancy Mounir 
Bass guitar: Dylan Widjenes-Charles            Drums: Julia Geaman 

MAssive Scar Era (egypt/canada)

**Massive Scar Era’s drummer, Julia Geaman will be leading a drumming workshop on the 6th of April. Please 
check the Special Events section for more information.

Maram (egypt)

Genre: Nubian/Sudanese Folklore

29 year-old Egyptian Nubian singer Maram has been a passionate singer since her early childhood, yet was 
initially prohibited from pursuing a singing career by her family. After eight years of working as an employee in 
the field of media, she finally decided to resign and devote herself fully to singing and travelling. Maram became 
popular after her music video for the Sudanese song Habibi Taal, shot in Aswan, circulated on social media and 
led to her first stage appearance. 

Massive Scar Era Maram



Abyusif (Egypt)

Time: 8 PM            Location: The GrEEK Campus            Ticket: 75 EGP 

19 april

Genre: Rap

*Album Launch
Abyusif has become one of Egypt’s latest breakout rap stars, achieving fame and success through his catchy 
flows and personal lyrics that are relatable to everyone. Fiercely articulate and independent, he manages to please 
both backpacker fans and a wider audience with songs like 3azama, Baghbaghan and Mesh Ha2adar 7ad. 

Contributing fresh and creatively-mixed genres and sounds to D-CAF’s music program this year, these three 
emerging Egyptian artists will collectively provide for an evening of musical treats in Downtown’s Greek Campus.

Wegz is an Egyptian rapper born and raised in Alexandria, whose music style comprises a mix of Egyptian hip 
hop, world hip hop and Electro-Shaabi. His first big hit was Batallo Fake (2017) together with Hisham Hassan, and 
his songs have since won the attention of critics, including the online music magazine Ma3azef. 

3Phaz is a Cairo-based musician, who is passionate about bass, distortion and especially interested in 
deconstructing the Shaabi aesthetic. His musical work focuses on amplifying and further developing the raw 
energy of Shaabi music, which is mostly blasted through busted speakers on the streets of Cairo.

Wegz (Egypt) 

3Phaz (Egypt) 

Genre: Hip Hop

Genre: Electro-Shaabi

3PhazAbyusifWegz



om el aagayeb concert (syria/Egypt)

Genre: Instrumental | Jazz | Oriental

Inspired by feelings of nostalgia and memories of her experience living in Cairo in her early twenties — an intensely 
emotional period which left permanent traces — Naïssam Jalal describes this show as ‘an intimate story, an 
act of recollection.’ Wishing to demonstrate her deep and indescribable connection to Egypt and the laughter of 
its people, Jalal has invited her Egyptian musician friends to participate and speak alongside her in this concert.
--
Naïssam Jalal is a French-Syrian musician, who started playing the flute at the age of six and later studied the 
traditional oriental ney flute at the Grand Institute of Arabic Music in Damascus. Her musical influences range 
from jazz to hip-hop and she has shared the stage with musicians from multiple countries and genres, always 
committed to weaving bonds between different musical traditions. Since 2008, she has regularly performed 
alongside Egyptian oud player, Hazem Shaheen. Jalal’s first album Aux Résistances was released in 2009.

21 april

*Album Launch
Flute, Nay, Vocal, Compositions: Naïssam Jalal
Oud: Hazem Shaheen
Vocal: Om Sameh
Violin: Mohamed Sami
Cello: Mohamed Salah
Accordeon: Wael Al Sayed
Double Bass: Salah Ragab
Percussion, Vocal: Adel Mikha
Percussion: Hany Bdair

Time: 8 PM      Location: Falaki Theater - Tahrir Cultural Center     Duration: 60 mins       Ticket: 100 EGP

© Jeff Humbert

Naïssam Jalal
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film

Yomeddine (egypt)
Directed by: A.B. Shawky



Time: 7 PM            Location: Zawya Cinema            Tickets: 40 EGP 
*Donations to Egypt’s Leper Hospital can be made before or on the day of the screening in Zawya and 
can be made online, check D-CAF’s website and Facebook page.

Yomeddine depicts a period in the life of Beshay (Rady Gamal), a Coptic Egyptian leprosy survivor who was 
abandoned as a child in an isolated leper colony outside Cairo by his father. Beshay decides to embark on a journey 
by donkey to his hometown Qena together with Obama, an orphan from Upper Egypt, on a quest to find what is 
left of their families. 

*After the film there will be a panel discussion on the film and leper hospital’s needs as well as the 
importance of donating with director A.B Shawky, lead actor Rady Gamal and Dr. Sara Serry, Preventive 
Program Manager at Misr El Kheir Foundation.

Language: Arabic with English subtitles
Duration: 142 mins [97 mins screening & 45 mins (Panel Discussion + Q&A)]
Genre: Drama / Adventure
Year: 2018

9 april

Directed by: Abu Bakr Shawky  Produced by: Dina Emam

**A.B. Shawky will be giving a film workshop on the basics of writing and directing. 
** Dina Emam will be conducting a creative production masterclass.
Please check following pages.

Beyond screening Yomeddine, D-CAF wishes to use this platform to bring awareness to the 
leprosy disease and is collaborating to this end with the Misr El Kheir Foundation (an Egyptian 
non-profit institution that focuses on various areas of human development, including health). 
We kindly ask the audience to make a donation to the Leper Hospital to help in securing 
crucial medical equipment. 

© Desert Highway Pictures

yomeddine screening / Fundraising event (egypt)



Basics of Writing &
Directing workshop –
A.B. Shawky (austria/egypt)

11 TO14 april

This interactive workshop introduces the basics of 
directing and writing for film. It is built around interactive 
exercises, scene analysis and discussion of key elements 
related to directing and screenwriting.
--
Abu Bakr Shawky is an Egyptian-Austrian filmmaker, 
who studied Political Science in Cairo and received an 
MFA in Film from NYU Tisch School of the Arts. His 
graduation project at NYU resulted in his debut feature 
Yomeddine, which had its world premiere at the Main 
Competition of Cannes Film Festival in 2018. The film 
received the Francois Chalais Award and was Egypt’s 
official submission for the 91st Academy Awards. In 2018 
Shawky was named MENA Talent of the Year by Variety 
and was listed among the top five Arab directors on the 
global stage by Forbes Magazine. 
--
Founded in 2014 by Abu Bakr Shawky, Desert Highway 
Pictures is a production company based in Cairo. Its 
main aim is to discover hidden stories and present them 
to global audiences. The company’s first project was the 
film Yomeddine.

©
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By: A.B. Shawky          
Language: Arabic
Fees: 300 EGP (Registration Required)
To apply: Please fill in the application form online. 
Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page. 

Time: 6 - 9 PM          
Location: Maktabi Creative Office Spaces         
Type: Filmmaking

**Yomeddine will be screened on the 9th of April.



Creative Producing 
Masterclass –
Dina Emam (egypt/USA)

14 &15 
april

“What exactly does a producer do?” is a question that 
many struggle to find the answer to. This is perhaps 
because there is no accurate answer. In this workshop, 
film producer Dina Emam will discuss the creative 
role of the producer and the benefits of developing a 
balanced proficiency between the art and business 
of filmmaking. Emam will relate these aspects to her 
own experience producing the award-winning film, 
Yomeddine (2018).
--
Named one of Variety’s 10 Producers to Watch in 
2018, Dina Emam is an Egyptian-American producer, 
educator and script consultant based in Cairo. Emam 
holds a BS degree in Marketing and International 
Business with a concentration in Entertainment from 
New York University’s Stern School of Business and an 
MFA in Creative Producing from Columbia University’s 
School of the Arts. Prior to becoming a producer, 
Emam worked in television market research and 
production management at MTV Networks in New 
York City. Her first feature film, Yomeddine, had its 
world premiere at the 2018 Cannes Film Festival and is 
currently in distribution. In addition to producing, Emam 
teaches aspiring young filmmakers in the Middle East 
the art and craft of production.

Time: 7 - 10 PM          Location: Studio Emad Eddin         
Type: Film Production Masterclass

By: Dina Emam          
Language: English & Arabic
Fees: 150 EGP (Registration Required) 
To apply: Please fill in the application form online. 
Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page. 



“On the trajectory of short cinema” panel 
discussion + Short film screening of “odd” & 
“dry hot summers” (egypt)

20 april

Language: Arabic (English subtitles for Films)
Duration: 90 mins
Type: Screening and Panel Discussion

Moderated by: Wael Omar
With Filmmakers: Karim El Shenawy & Sherif El Bendary

In collaboration with Shnit, D-CAF will dedicate an evening of film and discussion to the innovative 
works and creative approaches of emerging Egyptian filmmakers, Karim El Shenawy and Sherif El 
Bendary. Following the screening of two of the directors’ recent and successful short film features, 
Odd (2013) and Dry Hot Summers (2016), Shnit’s Cairo Playground Manager, Wael Omar will 
moderate a panel discussion with the directors about the past, present and future of short cinema 
and what it has meant for their respective careers.

Odd (2013) offers a nuanced 13-minute glimpse into the life of Christian Egyptian Adel Iskandar (Khaled El 
Nabawy), who returns home to experience an uncomfortably claustrophobic elevator ride alongside his two 
talkative neighbors (Sayed Ragab and Khaled Bahgat). Exploring social realities and tensions in the shadows 
of political transition and uncertainty over Egyptian identity, the film chooses to depict the subtle dynamics of 
’otherness’ over grand narratives about sectarianism.
--
Karim El Shenawy is an Egyptian film director, who graduated from Cairo University in 2007 with a BA in 
Mass Communication and later obtained a filmmaking degree at Goldsmiths (London). El Shenawy worked as 
an assistant director for the documentary production, Tahrir 2011: The Good, the Wise and the Political as well 
as the award-winning feature film, Asmaa (2011). Since 2010, he has been the general manager of Wojood 
Films, a production company that specialises in producing documentaries, corporate videos and social media 
material — for instance, for UN Women, UNDP and the BBC. His first short feature film, Odd (2013) was 
screened at several major film festivals, including the BAFTA in January 2013. El Shenawy’s first feature film 
Ayar Nari (Gunshot) premiered at the 2nd El-Gouna Film Festival (GFF) in 2018.
 
Dry Hot Summers (2016) depicts how two lonely people at completely different chapters in life meet by 
chance on a hot summer day in a Cairo taxi. Frail Shawky (Mohamed Farid) and bubbly young Doaa (Nahed 
El Sebaï) are both consumed by their busy everyday routines until their fateful urban encounter evolves into a 
journey of self-discovery, reconnecting them to life.
--
Cairo-based Egyptian filmmaker Sherif El Bendary graduated from the Faculty of Applied Arts in 2001 before 
pursuing his film directing studies at the Higher Institute of Cinema in Cairo, where he has also been teaching 
since 2008. El Bendary began his career as an assistant director for a number of feature films and commercials. 
His first fiction short film Rise & Shine (2006) was screened at more than 75 film festivals in 33 countries 
and won 15 awards. El Bendary’s debut feature film, Ali Mizah wa Ibrahim (2016) was well-received in many 
countries and was screened at both the Cannes Junior Screenings and the 13th Dubai International Film 
Festival (DIFF).

Time: 7 PM            Location: Zawya Cinema            Tickets: Free



“Writing, Rewriting, and 
Developing a Film Script” 
masterclass & panel 
discussion  (france/egypt)

13 april

This session tackles a number of important questions 
related to the development phase of any film project.
While scripts are indispensable tools for the production 
team and cast, what exactly constitutes a ‘well-written’ 
script? What costs emerge and how do these differ 
according to local or international sources? Who 
ensures a smooth writer-director collaboration and can 
accompany the project to its satisfiable completion? 
Moderated by Isabelle Fauvel and Hakim Mao, 
representatives of the French audiovisual consulting 
company Initiative Film, a panel of experienced 
professionals shall discuss needs expressed by writers 
and directors in the industry, with the aim of answering 
the above questions and providing an overview of the 
most adequate options available.

Time: 2 - 4.30 PM     Location: Zawya Cinema

By: Isabelle Fauvel & Hakim Mao (Initiative Film)
Panelists: Hala Elkoussy (Writer & Director), Amr 
Salama (Writer & Director), Ayman Al Amir (Producer 
& Script Consultant), Kismet Al Sayed (Producer) and
more.

Language: English with Arabic translation
Type: Masterclass + Panel Discussion
Ticket: 40 EGP



Urban
visions

back to zero (germany)
Kadir ‘Amigo’ Memis



Type: Interactive Dance Calligraphy Performance            Duration: 60 mins        

Time: 4 - 7 PM            Location: Al Sharifain Street            Ticket: Free
*Special thanks to Cairo Governorate.
*There will be a 3D Projection Mapping Audio/Visual Performance “Parallel Projections” at 7PM.  

*There will be a second performance of Back to Zero in Goethe-Institut Kairo
( 5 El Bostan St., Downtown Cairo) from 4 pm to 5 pm on 11th of April

back to zero (germany)

In the interactive performance Back to Zero the artist, choreographer and dancer explores hidden places, only 
to transform and reclaim them through the act of dancing and writing. Inspired by a synthesis of the Turkish word 
‘bozuk’ and Greek ‘bouzouki’, meaning  ‘broken art’, ‘broken body’, ‘broken sound’, ‘broken head’ or ‘to lose one’s 
mind’, mystical figure BOUZUQΣΣ represents art and creativity. By creatively inscribing the self within a different 
cultural context, the urban nomad allows his own quest for meaning to interact with and draw inspiration from the 
urban heritage he encounters. Yet behind the multiple artificial encodings and decryptions ultimately lies a simple 
and relatable experience: an individual, transtemporal story about birth, conflict and liberation.
--
Kadir ‘Amigo’ Memis is a dancer, urban choreographer and calligrapher, who spent his childhood on a small farm 
in Turkey, before moving to West Berlin at the age of 15. There he assumed the pseudonym ‘Amigo’ and became 
part of the hip hop scene, its music, its dance and its visual art: graffiti. Out of his experience with urban art and his 
early familiarity with traditional folk art he developed his own hybrid art, the ZEYBREAK: Zeybek and Breakdancing 
— a first fusion of traditional Anatolian and Urban Berlin Dance. Through dance and music, he combines the urban 
and the rural, present and past culture, motifs of the Near East and the Western metropolis. His next project would 
become BOUZUQΣΣ, which brings graffiti into the equation.

Idea/Choreography: Kadir Amigo Memis            Dramaturgy: Rain Kencana
Composition: Milian Vogel            Dancers: Ichi-Go / Wilfried Ebongue            Production: Manon Lemoine

12 april

“I call myself an Urban Nomad — a collector. I feel inspired by gestures, lines, moves, birds, 
smells, colours, sounds and lights of the cities and my environment.”
(Kadir ‘Amigo’ Memis)
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Burnouts are symptomatic of a society increasingly 
struggling with mental health issues and physical 
exhaustion. This resulting loss of a balanced life triggers 
the desperate need for rekindling and deepening 
interpersonal connections. Burnout is a collaborative 
piece created on-site by two Hungarian and two 
Egyptian performers, which explores precisely this 
complex and ever growing phenomenon in the form 
of a public space dance performance.
--
Ziggurat Project is an interdisciplinary art 
collective based in Budapest, Hungary, which 
connects contemporary dance to other fields 
of art. The company’s main focus is on creating 
socially conscious, site-specific performances — 
art that can exist outside the confines of a theater 
or a museum, and therefore be more democratic 
and directly engaging. In the past three years the 
company cooperated in a range of international 
projects, including Picture Project (HU, NO) and FAR 
- Fight Against Radicalisation (HU).

BurnOut (Hungary/egypt)

Type: Contemporary Dance - Public Space 
Performance
Duration:  25 mins

Performers & co-creators: Ezzat Ismail, Nermine 
Habib, Flóra Eszter Sarlós, Máté Czakó
Concept: Flóra Eszter Sarlós and Máté Czakó
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*Supported by: Balassi Institute, Cairo; Imre Zoltán Program (IZP) 
of the Hungarian National Cultural Foundation (NKA); Nassim el-
Raqs Festival, Alexandria; Placcc Festival, Budapest 

In 2017, a group of graduates from different sections 
of Al Darb Al Ahmar Arts Scool (DAAS) decided to 
form a circus music band that would spread joy and 
fun among the public. Mix-Up is an interactive circus 
music show, which intends to release positive energy, 
making the audience hold its breath at times and 
laugh a little louder at others.

Mix-Up (Egypt)

Type: Circus-Musical Show     Duration: 30 mins

Saxophone: Al Hussini Affiffi
& Mohammed Sheiko
Trombone: Farah Hani & Doha Ahmed
Percussion: Mohammed Magdy & Shadi Fouad
Circus: Atota, Dina, Dana, Seif, Mohamed & 
Ahmed Essam



Horizon
(egypt)

This integrative contemporary dance performance 
– the first of its kind to be choreographed and led 
by an Egyptian artist at D-CAF – is a dynamic and 
collaborative project with dancers with disability, 
dedicated to exploring ways of accepting differences 
and connecting through similarities. By giving space 
and time to self-expression and to listening, the piece 
seeks to deconstruct mental and physical constraints 
and ultimately allow our spirit to fly to new horizons.
--
Dayer for Artistic Productions is a Cairo-based 
company established in 2016. In continuous 
collaboration and dialogue with organizations and 
artists from diverse disciplines and landscapes, Dayer 
has produced a number of artistic projects with a 
focus on dance for stage as well as site-specific 
creations. Besides presenting its works on national 
and international tours, the company has organized 
and facilitated dance and movement workshops for 
professional dancers, actors, children, amateurs, 
school arts programs, orphanage outreach programs, 
and for differently-abled performers in the context of 
integrated dance.
--
Shaymaa Shoukry is a multidisciplinary artist, who 
is passionate about choreographing, performing and 
creating video art. Shoukry studied Visual Arts and 
Theater at AUC and dance at the Center of Creativity at 
Cairo Opera House School. From 2008-2011 Shoukry 
attended the Contemporary Dance Program at Studio 
Emad Eddin (SEE), followed by SEEDs, Training for 
Dance Teaching from 2012-2014. She has had the 
pleasure to perform, share her choreographic work 
and be hosted as a resident artist on a regional and 
international level. Shoukry consistently questions her 
approaches so as to share her artistic practice with 
diverse audiences. She is the co-founder and artistic 
director of Dayer, a company for artistic productions 
based in Egypt.

Type: Dance Performance
Duration: 20 mins

Concept & Choreography: Shaymaa Shoukry
Performance & Choreographic Collaboration:
Salma Salem
Mahmoud El Gazzar
Music: Mohamed Shafik
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WE PROVIDE THE OFFICE,
BUT THAT PERSONAL TOUCH IS YOURS!

CREATIVE OFFICE SPACES IN THE HEART OF CAIRO

MAKTABI_CAIRO MAKTABI MAKTABI@ORIENTPRODUCTIONS.ORG

MAKTABI.ORIENTPRODUCTIONS.ORG



NEW MEDIA
ARTS

Aeryon Performance (France)
by: Maotik



bloom (France)

29 march

Time: 7 - 10 PM (Free Walk-In)            Location: La Viennoise Rooftop            Ticket: Free

Type: Interactive Audio-Visual Installation      

Bloom is a powerful and interactive audiovisual piece, which is co-created with the public. By using a laser touch, 
participants communicate directly with the digital world and are able to generate blooming digital flowers. These 
in turn create a sound composition that changes according to the user’s action. The installation thus becomes a 
process of random creation — each interaction being unique and inimitable — ultimately demonstrating the ability 
of human practices to design and develop new ways of interacting with computers.
--
French digital artist Mathieu Le Sourd, also known as Maotik, is interested in the creation of immersive 
multimedia environments and generative visuals. He has presented his work at various festivals around the world, 
including Mutek Festival, Live Cinema in Rio, Signal Festival in Prague and the British Film Institute in London. 

Visual Programming and Design: Maotik
Sound Design: Cubenx

©

**Maotik will also be leading the workshop “Introduction to Touchdesigner” on March 29 & 30.

*Brought to Egypt by <tk a pART> collective (powered by D2D Art), with the support of the French 
Institute.



Introduction to touchdesigner Workshop 
(France)

29 & 30 March

Time: 3 - 7 PM            Location: Studio Emad Eddin            Fees: 200 EGP (Registration Required) 
Language: English / Arabic

To apply: Please fill in the application form online. Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page. 

This workshop introduces the TouchDesigner software, an audiovisual platform equipped with tools that enable the 
creation of stunning real-time projects and, as a result, provide rich user experiences. During the four-hour session, 
participants will learn the basics necessary for creating interactive media systems, architectural projections, live 
music visuals, or simply how to rapidly prototype ideas.
--
Always in search of new challenges, French digital artist, Mathieu Le Sourd, also known as Maotik, collaborates 
with musicians, sound artists and scientists in order to continue his research into the relationship between art, 
science and technology. He designs his own visual tools, generates animations from algorithms and creates 3D 
worlds to transform perceptions of space.
In 2013, Le Sourd produced the critically-acclaimed immersive multimedia performance DROMOS, which was 
presented at the SATosphere in Montreal as part of Mutek festival.

By: Maotik

*Workshop presented by <tk a pART> collective (powered by D2D Art), with the support of the French 
Institute.



Time: 7 - 11 PM (Free Walk-In)            Location: Al Sharifain Street, Downtown            Tickets: Free
*Special thanks to Cairo Governorate & Suez Canal Bank.
*Don’t miss the Urban Visions Performances in Al Sharifain Street starting 4 PM.

Type: 3D Projection Mapping Audio Visual Show
Concept & Design by: Islam Shabana
Technical Consultant: Josh Garner
Music Composer: Ali Baghdady

12 April
Parallel Projections 
(egypt/uk)

Through the creative use of digital projectors, this video mapping show demonstrates how graphical information 
can magnify and manipulate surfaces, in this case Downtown’s historical Suez Canal Bank building. Installed at a 
timely moment, the show contributes to an ongoing project led by the governorate of Cairo to develop Khedival 
Cairo. Multidisciplinary artist Islam Shabana and technical consultant Josh Garner will experiment with a range 
of media and techniques to create a composition of optical illusion and an immersive experience for the viewer.
--
Islam Shabana is a multidisciplinary artist and a digital media designer based in Cairo. Shabana’s artistic practice 
comprises an open study of the digital as a transcendental medium. He is the founder of the interdisciplinary 
Alchem Studio and co-founder of “Mapping Possibilities”, a platform for showcasing audio-visual performances, 
both based in Cairo. His work has been presented at several group exhibitions and festivals in Egypt and Europe, 
including at the Berlin Art Week 2014 and at Cairotronica, the Cairo Electronic and New Media Arts Symposium. 
Currently, he is a resident artist in Halle14 in Leipzig.
--
Josh Garner is an experienced video maker, animator and video mapper, whose broad skill set extends across 
various creative techniques. For the last 10 years, Garner has enjoyed working with a wide range of organizations, 
both as a workshop leader and a creative consultant. Clients have included the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Glastonbury Festival, Museum of London and Royal Mail (UK).



special
events

Quartzbox (Hungary)
Daniel Medard Cako & 

Aron Hidvegi



Quartzbox (Hungary)

29 March

Time: 8.30 PM
Location: Maq’ad of Sultan Qaitbey (City of The Dead)
Ticket: Free

Type: Live Sand and Paint Animation Show
Duration: 25 mins

Quartzbox is the creation of two Hungarian artist friends — quartz animator, Daniel Medard Cako and paint 
animator, Aron Hidvegi. In pairing up and combining their materials, they hope to bring an innovative aspect to 
original forms by demonstrating the potential underlying a dual level creative process. 
--
In this highly visual Sand and Paint Animation Show, the two visual artists Daniel Medard Cako and Aron Hidvegi 
put together a number of unlikely elements — wet paint, dry sand, two glass plates, music, light and two people — 
to create an innovative performance viewers can lose themselves in. The live show is the result of a complex creative 
process, whereby the duo has pushed the boundaries of their medium in search of breaking points between the 
solid traditional and the refreshingly new. The outcome, Quartzbox, is a unique and mind-blowing experience.

Quartz Animator: Daniel Medard Cako
Paint Animator: Aron Hidvegi



29 to 31 march

Time: 7 - 10 PM (Free Walk-in)         
Location: La Viennoise Rooftop
Language: Songs in Farsi with Dialogue in English
*As part of Tamasi’s celebration of the International Women’s Day

Tickets: Free
Type: Sound & Video Installation

Celebrating Iranian women’s diverse voices and talents, this sound and video installation offers a glimpse at the 
independent participatory art project and online platform Radio Khiaban, initiated in 2008 by Iranian artist, Saba 
Zavarei. Since the 1979 Iranian Revolution, women have remained banned from singing solo in public spaces, 
rendering them forcibly segregated and excluded. A loop of audio and video streams — the former dedicated 
to women speaking and singing in chosen public spaces, the latter filmed in Tehran in 2016 — seek to confront 
audiences with a collective act of everyday resistance, an example of the myriad ways women consistently occupy 
space and defy silence.
--
Saba Zavarei is an Iranian artist, writer and researcher, who works between London and Tehran. Her work explores 
socio-political norms as well as the structures and politics that inform everyday life, aiming to create alternative 
emancipatory spaces through transgressive performances. More specifically, she is interested in how Iranian women 
find ways to express themselves through singing, despite all cultural and legal obstacles they face. Zavarei’s inspiration 
derives from her personal stories and from project participants’ lived experiences. She works with different live art 
media, videos, texts and photos and her projects are often socially engaged and interactive.

By: Saba Zavarei
Singers & Storytellers: Rojin, Nicki, Tahereh, Kimia, Maryam, Sara, Nadia, Somayeh & Sima
Production & Technical Support: Arlie Adlington

Radio Khiaban (iran)

© Parin Heidari



Time: Friday 3 - 7 PM — Saturday & Sunday 1 - 5 PM
Location: Studio Emad Eddin          
Fees: Free (Registration required)

Type: Inclusive Dance Workshop  (for participants with or without disabilities)  
Language: English with Arabic translation 

By: Florence Moutin-Cornille

This workshop aims to develop the skills of outstanding artists with and without disabilities so as to collectively work 
towards diversifying dance performances and create an innovative ensemble of performers. Primary goals include 
providing opportunities for dancers to meet and train together, to improve physical awareness and encourage self-
affirmation, to recognize exceptional abilities as creative potential and thus to explore movement and dance as a 
universal and unifying medium of expression.
The session shall facilitate explorations into the possibilities of self-expression through personalized movements, 
foregrounding the body as undergoing a process of liberation and becoming one with its personal needs.
--
Originally from France, choreographer Florence Moutin-Cornille currently resides and works in Egypt. She 
has trained in contemporary dance, Hatha Yoga and Body Mind Centering (BMC) and is interested in exploring 
the sensitive links between the body and the mind (somatic approaches), as well as in understanding urban and 
natural spaces as a reflection of human dynamics. Moutin-Cornille has collaborated with the Cairo Contemporary 
Dance Centre (CCDC), Centre Rézodanse - Alexandria, Nahda Arts School (NAS), amongst other institutions. She 
is currently training to be a Somatic Educator with Soma France (School of Body Mind Centering). BMC refers to 
the practice of either centering or rebalancing the body and mind and forms part of the field of somatic education. 
For more than 20 years, the BMC has been used in dance, performing arts, athletics and other physical practices.

29 to 31 MArch
Inside-OUT workshop III (france)

©Mostafa Abdelaty

To apply: Please fill in the application form online. Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page.



To apply: Please fill in the application form online. Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page.  

To apply: Please fill in the application form online. Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page.  

Workshop By: T Sisters

The aim of this workshop is to investigate and discuss the important relationship between music and women’s 
empowerment. Beyond simply conveying a message, the use of voice is presented as an empowering act in 
itself, particularly in a world where the male voice tends to take up more space. Participants shall therefore be 
encouraged to question and share, for instance, what might make one feel uncomfortable speaking up and 
voicing opinions or ideas in a group.

2 April
Women’s Empowerment & Music Workshop (USA)

Workshop By: Julia Geaman (Massive Scar Era Drummer)

In this drumming workshop, professional drummer Julia Geaman will demonstrate how to apply core rhythms 
around the drum as well as introduce simple poly-rhythms and transitions. She will also discuss her practice 
routine, touring and recording experience. 
--
Julia Geaman is a Canadian drummer based in Vancouver. She started playing the drums at the age of 16 
and soon went on to teach private lessons, before working full-time at various education centers in Vancouver, 
including Long and McQuade and Rufus Drum Shop. Her first tour was in 2011 and she has since recorded an 
EP with the Vancouver-based metal band Revenger (The New Mythology Vol.1) and a full-length album (Subtle 
Movements From Within) with Alchemy Chamber, an instrumental neo-classical group based in Vancouver. Julia 
has also played as a session drummer on tours for Massive Scar Era and The Golers. She is endorsed by 
Sabian Cymbals and has provided lessons for Drumeo and Sick Drummer Magazine. Geaman continues to teach 
and tour, constantly developing her abilities and passion.   

6 April
Drumming Workshop clinic (canada)

Time: 1 - 3 PM             Location: American Center (U.S. Embassy)       
Fees: Free (Registration Required) Language: English

Time: 4 - 5.30 PM               Location: Studio Emad Eddin      
Fees: Free (Registration Required)  Language: English with Arabic translation

**T Sisters will be performing on Friday, the 5th of April.

**Massive Scar Era will be performing on Friday, the 5th of April.



8 to10 April
Tamasi’s Fundamentals of Fundraising training 
(Egypt)

Workshop By: Ahmed El-Attar

Tamasi Collective’s first training on fundraising, strategic planning, project design and implementation for art 
and cultural initiatives and organizations will be led by theater director and cultural manager Ahmed El Attar, 
and hosted by Maktabi. The workshop aims to bring ‘fun’ into fundraising by demystifying the main concepts 
and tools for developing a sustainable and diversified fundraising strategy. Aimed at mid-level fundraisers who 
would like to improve their fundraising skills, the training covers all the major fund sources, including trusts and 
foundations, corporates, and more. The idea is to develop a cohort of professional fundraisers for the arts and 
culture sector, and to invite entrepreneurs and those working in the not-for-profit sector to collectively explore 
diverse and alternative funding strategies in order to reach a more balanced and sustainable funding model.
--
Tamasi Performing Arts Collective was established in 2008 with the aim of promoting excellence in the 
performing arts on a local, regional and international level. Tamasi is a collective of 11 accomplished performing 
arts organizations from Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine that share a strong belief in the pivotal role of 
arts and culture in achieving social and economic growth and prosperity. The collective hopes to strengthen its 
capacity to resist marginalization of the arts, to hinder the isolation of artists in Arab countries, and to maximize the 
resources available for the performing arts sector so that it can grow in a vital and sustainable way.
--
Ahmed El Attar is an Egyptian independent theater director, playwright, and cultural manager. He is the founder 
and general manager of Orient Productions, a leading Cairo-based private production company that offers 
various services and hosts a number of diverse projects in the fields of entertainment, arts and culture. Attar is 
also the founder and artistic director of D-CAF, the Temple Independent Theater Company and Studio Emad 
Eddin (SEE) Foundation, a unique project that provides training and rehearsal spaces for independent performing 
artists in Egypt. His plays have been performed at major festivals and theaters in over two dozen countries across 
the globe and have received various prizes, including the Best Actor Award for his play F**K Darwin or How I 
Have Learned to Love Socialism at the 22nd edition of the Cairo International Festival for Contemporary and 
Experimental Theater in 2007. More recently in 2018, Attar was presented the title of a “Knight of the Order of 
Arts and Letters” by the French Ministry of Culture for his significant contributions to theater. Currently he is touring 
internationally with his latest play Mama, which premiered at the 72nd edition of Festival d’Avignon in July 2018.
--
Maktabi – Creative Office Spaces offers private office spaces in the heart of Downtown Cairo for creatives in 
need of a long-term working space. While tenants focus on their projects, Maktabi will actively assist in any possible 
way, by providing various add-on services such as support with marketing, logistics, PR, events management and 
production. Ultimately these spaces should become an ideal base for creatives to confidently pursue their own 
work or venture into collaborative projects.

Time: 5 - 9 PM            Location: Maktabi – Creative Office Spaces        
*To mark the program launch, Tamasi Collective is offering a 75% discount on the original fee of this 
training. 
Discounted Fees: 600 EGP (Registration Required)

Language: Arabic

To apply: Please fill in the application form online. Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page. 



Type: Photography Workshop    Language: Arabic    Discounted Fees: 300 EGP (Registration Required)
*D-CAF is offering a 50% discount on the original fee of this training.

Workshop by: Moataz Ibrahim

Spread over two days, this concert photography workshop offered by D-CAF in collaboration with Photopia 
promises to offer both theoretical and practical guidance to aspiring photographers in Egypt. While the first day is 
dedicated to the theme of concert photography and introduces preparatory aspects such as choosing the right 
gear and frames, as well as how to capture ‘killer shots’ during the event itself, day two focuses on feedback and 
discussion.
--
Moataz Ibrahim is a Cairo-based photographer and filmmaker, who studied Agricultural Engineering at Suez 
Canal University, before shifting his career to photography, having attended several workshops and courses 
at the Cairo Film Academy with Ahmed El Morsy and at Photopia. From 2015-2017 Ibrahim went on to study 
cinematography at the Higher Institute of Cinema (HCI). He has produced commercial photos for different events 
and sports competitions under Red Bull Media House and has been an active photographer in the cultural 
scene, including for the Cairokee Band. Besides photography, Ibrahim has filmed documentaries for UN Women, 
produced a number of short films and video clips, as well as filmed concerts. In 2015 he set up his own production 
company B2e Entertainment and became their Director of Photography. His short film Mariam and the Sun won 
the Excellence award at the Accolade Global Film Competition.

19 & 20 april
concert Photography workshop
by Moataz Ibrahim (egypt)

Time & Location: 19th of April in Maktabi Creative Office Spaces at 12 PM (for theory) then head to 
GrEEK Campus at 6 PM for practical implementation during D-CAF’s concert. 
20th of April at Photopia at 3 PM (for feedback and critique session)
To apply: Please fill in the application form online. Link available on our website: www.d-caf.org and our 
Facebook page. 

© B2E Entertainment



Earth Hour: March 30, 
8:30-9:30
On the annual occasion of Earth Hour — a worldwide 
movement and symbol of commitment to the planet 
organized by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) — 
D-CAF would like to encourage its audience to turn off 
non-essential lighting for an hour, to inspire taking action 
for our planet and nature.

In 2007, Earth Hour was started as a symbolic lights-off 
event in Sydney, Australia. It has since expanded into a 
global initiative, engaging thousands of cities across the 
world. Egypt joined the movement for the first time in 
2009.



d-caf team
Ahmed El Attar: General Manager & Artistic Director
Reem Allam: D-CAF Executive Manager & Curator
Mahmoud refaat: Music Programme Curator

Ahmed Nagui: Chief Financial Officer
Basma Hamed: PR & Communications manager
Sarah Fahmi: Marketing & business Development manager
Mram Abdel Maqsoud: Production & Technical Manager

Coordinators Team:
Omar abo gabal: logistics & Special Events Coordinator
YOMNA ABO OUF: Volunteers & arts for all Programme 
Coordinator
SHAHD OSSMAN: Special Events Interior designer
Dina Said: Workshops Coordinator
YASMEEN FAHiM: Front of House Manager

Marketing team
engy ahmed: Graphic Designer 
AMINA BAGHDADY: marketing assistant 
Omar el Kafrawy: Social Media coordinator
Claire Begbie: English editor

PR team
MOHAMED SALEM:  english press officer
Ahmed Eman zakaria: Arabic Press & Information Officer
Mostafa Abdel Aty: Official Photographer
Sally Kandil: Videographer
MAI SAMIR: Media Assistant

Production and Stage management team:
Mohamed Bonga: Deputy Production Manager & Music 
Program Stage Manager
hadeer moustafa: Theater performances Stage Manager

Technical TEAM:
AHMED ASHMAWY: Construction and Installation 
Manager
SABER EL SAYED: Festival Lighting Manager
SHADY MAHMOUD: Chief Sound Engineer
MIDO ABDEL MAQSOUD: Construction and 
Installation Manager Assistant
AHMED ISMAIL: Construction and Installation 
Manager Assistant
SAYED NAGGAR: Assistant Lighting Manager

Mohamed Hassan: Accountant
Mohamed Abdel Fattah: Lawyer
Mohamed Kamal: System Administrator

Farag Hemeda, Abdallah El Sersawy, Mohamed 
Nagy (Gedo), BESHIR HEMEDA & Abdo: Production 
Assistants

M o h a m e d  G a m i l ,  M o h a m e d  S ay e d,  M o h a m e d 
T o h a m y,  A m a l  A l i ,  A b d a l l a h  M o r sy,  A s m a a 
A l i ,  E n gy  M e n s h aw y,  M o h a m e d  S a l a h 
A b d e l g a b e r ,  M o h a m e d  S a l a h  A b d e l a z i z , 
M o s ta fa  M a h m o u d  &  N a s s e r  M a n s o u r :  the 
backstage technical professionalization program 
in collaboration with Tawasol

T h e  A p p  C o n c e p t:  Web Developers

S p e c i a l  T h a n ks  t o :
A l l  o f  o u r  D - C A F  V o l u n t e e r s  &  u s h e r s



BE PART OF THE
D-CAF EXPERIENCE
info@orientproductions.org



follow us:

www.d-caf.org

dcafegypt @dcafegypt orientproductionsDCAFegypt


